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P R E F A C E

During my (M.S.) undergraduate days in a little town called Tiruchirapalli in
Southern India, we used to have frequent voltage and current surges that knocked
out all the electrical equipment such as fans and lights in our rooms. Frustrated,
my friend once remarked, “We are powerless to solve the current problem.” Of
course, he meant this in jest, but little did I realize that his statement would
become the theme of my research for many years. Although my area of specialty
is semiconductors and computer systems, the issues related to power haven’t
changed.

Power represents the major bottleneck in modern semiconductors and sys-
tems. With transistor scaling over the last two decades, Moore’s law has enabled
the integration of millions of transistors within an integrated circuit. With lower
gate capacitance and lower voltage, faster transistors have become available with
each new generation of computers. However, increased transistor integration has
resulted in an increase in the current supplied to the integrated circuit, thereby
increasing power. Managing the transient current supplied to the integrated circuit
at gigahertz frequencies is one of the biggest challenges faced by the semiconduc-
tor industry. With lowering of the supply voltage to the transistors, dynamic varia-
tion in the power supply due to current transients is becoming a major bottleneck.
The dynamic variation of the supply voltage, also called power supply noise, delta
I noise, or simultaneous switching noise, is the subject of this book. 

Managing power integrity is the process by which the variations on the
power supply of the transistors can be maintained within a specified tolerance
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value. Noise on the power supply can have a direct influence on the speed of an
integrated circuit, and hence supplying clean power is a very important element in
the design of a computer system. A power distribution network consists of inter-
connections in the chip, package, and board that include decoupling capacitors,
ferrite beads, DC–DC converters, and other components. Both the package and
board form a very critical part of the power distribution network, which is the
focus of this book.

The book covers two aspects of power distribution: design and modeling,
with an emphasis on modeling. The book is organized into five chapters, which
cover basic and advanced concepts. All chapters contain several examples to illus-
trate the concepts, some of which can be reproduced using the software provided.
These examples can also be used to evaluate the accuracy and speed of several
commercial tools that are available today.

Chapter 1, “Basic Concepts,” is for engineers and students who are entering
the field of power integrity. The basic concepts are covered in this chapter, which
includes a discussion on the fundamentals of power supply noise, its role in the
speed of a computer system, the parasitics that produce it, and its effect on jitter
and voltage margin for high-speed signal propagation. A power distribution net-
work is best designed in the frequency domain, and the reasons for this are dis-
cussed in this chapter. The entire book is based on the parameter called target
impedance, which can be used to evaluate the properties of a power distribution
network. This parameter, developed in the mid-1990s, provides an elegant method
of analysis, which can be used to understand the role of various components in the
response of a power distribution network. The target impedance is therefore
explained in detail in Chapter 1, with examples that can be reproduced using a cir-
cuit simulator such as Simulated Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis
(Spice). The concept of target impedance is used to promote better understanding
of the placement of decoupling capacitors. The components of a power distribu-
tion network consist of several voltage regulator modules, decoupling capacitors,
package and board interconnections, planes, and on-chip interconnections, each of
which are explained in this chapter. Planes represent a very critical part of modern
power distribution networks. Their frequency behavior can either reduce power
supply noise or increase it by a large amount. Hence, a fundamental understanding
of plane behavior and its effect on advanced power distribution networks is neces-
sary. The entire book is centered around planes from both a modeling and design
standpoint. The fundamental behavior of planes is covered in Chapter 1, with a
focus on standing waves, their frequency of occurrence, capacitive and inductive
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behavior, and use of decoupling capacitors to minimize their effect. The interac-
tion between components of a power distribution is as important as the compo-
nents themselves. For example, a surface-mount device (SMD) capacitor can
interact with the via inductance, causing the self-resonance frequency to shift to a
lower frequency; the chip can interact with the package, causing an antiresonance;
or the power supply noise can couple into a signal line, causing excessive jitter.
The basics associated with such phenomena are covered in Chapter 1. Finally, a
methodology is presented that centers on frequency domain analysis initially fol-
lowed by time domain analysis. The authors believe that this is the optimum way for
analyzing and designing advanced power distribution networks.

A power distribution network containing suitably designed planes, signals
well referenced to planes, and decoupling capacitors appropriately placed on
planes will always result in minimum power supply noise. Planes are therefore the
focus of Chapter 2, “Modeling of Planes,” which covers the various methods
available for plane modeling. Some of these methods are used by commercial
tools today. This chapter, which requires some background in numerical model-
ing, provides a survey of modeling methods along with examples that are useful to
a designer and can be used to evaluate commercial tools for accuracy and speed.
The in-depth numerical formulations can be reproduced in MATLAB and hence
are useful to both students and application engineers who are interested in power
integrity modeling. Since Maxwell’s equations have been converted into circuit
representations, we believe that the numerical formulations in this chapter are eas-
ier to understand. The modeling methods are separated into lumped element mod-
eling and distributed modeling methods, each covered in detail. The chapter starts
with modeling a plane pair and then explains modeling of multilayered planes.
The coupling effects in multilayered planes, which include field penetration con-
cepts, aperture coupling, and wraparound currents, are discussed, and the plane
modeling methods are compared from a qualitative standpoint. This comparison,
along with the rest of the chapter, allows an engineer to benchmark commercial
tools.

Signals from the output of a driver are propagated on signal line interconnec-
tions. However, the driver requires voltage and current to function, and these are
supplied by the power distribution network. The signal and power interconnec-
tions therefore have to be coupled, with noise on one producing noise on the other.
Hence, managing both signal and power integrity requires an understanding of the
coupling mechanism between the signal lines and planes. Chapter 3, “Simulta-
neous Switching Noise,” requires little understanding of numerical methods. The
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entire chapter is based on circuit-level implementations using a concept called
modal decomposition, which allows the separation of signal lines from the power
distribution network so that each can be analyzed separately and later combined
for analysis. Simple Spice models can be used to capture modal decomposition
using coupling coefficients and controlled current or voltage sources. The impor-
tant concept to understand in this chapter is the role of return currents—a concept
that every power integrity engineer must understand for minimizing noise.

Chapter 4, “Time-Domain Simulation Methods,” describes methods for con-
verting a frequency response into a Spice subcircuit. Also called macromodeling,
this is a new area of time-domain simulation that is ripe for research. We include
this chapter in the book because a few commercial electronic design automation
(EDA) vendors have started developing tools in this area. The purpose of Chapter
4 is to enable an engineer or student to better understand the issues involved. The
early part of the chapter is easy to follow; it requires some mathematics back-
ground and is therefore targeted at designers who use commercial tools. Several
examples illustrate simple concepts that can be reproduced using MATLAB. The
latter part of the chapter is intense and is mainly intended for people working in
the numerical modeling area. The purpose of this chapter is to provide an intro-
duction to the issues involved and possible solutions.

In Chapter 5, “Applications,” all of the issues discussed in Chapters 1 to 4
are linked to real-world examples. Several examples from companies such as Sun
Microsystems, IBM, Oak Mitsui, National Semiconductor, Cisco, DuPont, Pana-
sonic, and Rambus are provided. These applications cover both design and model-
ing aspects of power integrity. Each example was chosen carefully to ensure that a
specific aspect of power integrity is addressed. 

The best part of the book is that it reproduces some of the examples using the
software provided. We hope that through this software, some of the subtle effects
related to power integrity, which are only discussed in research papers, can be
reproduced and appreciated by a larger community.

Madhavan Swaminathan (M. S.)
A. Ege Engin (A. E. E.)
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